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MULTIFIX-KOMBI
The Multifix-Kombi places the mineral fertilizer into the soil
and creates maximum effect. Even resistant weed disappears by
using the HC of the tractor exhaust gas. The soil saving cultivation
by wide/narrow shares with spring tine harrow are levelling
the structure surface. The seeder with the double disc
shares places the seed each side of spring cultivator tines
optimizes seed germination. Fixed seed depth to place seed
in compact moisturised soil section.

Hydrocarbon (HC)
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Agrigature is a real pleasure, when production cost
compared to the available sales prices garantie a
convenient profit. The farmer is the very important
protector of the envirenment. the experience shows,
that HC Hydrocarbon is the Security for your success.
Even in extreme heat or cold periodes gives the crop
the potential to highest yield.

Interest created - see experience reports at:
www.technik-plus.eu



Exhaust gas blower to suck off
the valuable HC elements and
be placed into soil behind spring
tines.

The Profi control unit is included to the standard set
and performs the following functions:

On/off switch: Turns the complete unit on or off.
- Poty: For changing the speed (rpm) = on the seed roll motor
adjustment of output amount. To get a correct output amount
the driven speed must be constant.

- On/off Sensor = linkage sensor: The profi control unit is
deliverd with the on/off sensor (reacts to metal)
Shines the LED next to the yellow button the sensor is
active. It is possible to inactivate this on/off sensor.

- Seed roll motor on/off: The green buttton turns the seed roll
motor on or off.

- Bevore the seed roll motor the fan starts to blow. After 2-3
seconds the seed roll motor turns on (electric Fan).
When switching off the fan afterblows for 7-8 seconds to
avoid blocked hoses. Calibration: For calibration keep the
red button pressed. Just the seed roll motor turns.
The fan is turned off.

The Seeder+ unit is a vario speed control.
It adjusts the speed of the seed roll motor
(output amount) according to the driven speed.
After a short programming of 4 steps the
Seeder+ is ready for operation.
During working following informations can be
checked:
-actual driven speed in km/h
- actual output amount in kg/ha
- the programmed output amount in kg/ha
- the alraedy seeded amount in kg
- the already done area in ha
- the actual rpm of hydraulic fan

Seeder+

The TWIN for control of
two seeders with different seedrate.

Profi-control Seeder+ / Twin control unit

To calculatle the correct seedrate the
control unit requires speed pulses. Those
are delivered by the speed sensor
(mounted on rotating wheel) or GPS/Radar
on Tractor.

The ON/OFF sensor mounted on rear
linkage, stops seedroll when lifting or
turns ON when lowering. All signals

can also be used from tractor
signal plug/socket (when available)

The Airboost A380 high power FAN
operates for both seeders. As
standard can the airflow be adjusted
accurate to the different requirement
to each seeder.

Two seeders offer simultaneous
placed behind spring tines and
covered by soil. A few cm  each side
will be placed seed to
germinate quickly and healthy
at ist optimum.

The combination can be equipped with 11 spring tines,
11 or 12 strigle springtines and 22 double disc shares
on 3m working width

Multifix-Kombi = flexible and
individuell to kombinate at

your requirement.
On  your requirement. One or two seeder
machine, exhaust fan, douple disc shares.

Combine to your success!


